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Abstract. A flexible code developed to obtain optical properties for plasmas in a wide range of densities and
temperatures named ATOM3R-OP is presented. It is structured in three modules devoted to the calculation
of the atomic magnitudes, the ionic abundances and the optical properties, respectively, which are briefly
described. Finally, some results and remarks are shown for the source function of carbon plasmas.

1. INTRODUCTION

In several research fields of current interest such as astrophysics or inertial fusion confinement the
knowledge and the understanding of the interactions between the photons and the plasma particles,
i.e. plasma optical properties, result essential. Thus, as an example, the radiation emitted from hot
plasmas or from short-life plasmas could be the most important diagnostic tool since the emitted spectrum
contains information about the local instantaneous density and temperature [1]. Therefore, plasma optical
properties must be determined properly which implies accurate calculations both of the atomic data and
the populations of the electronic configurations involved.

In previous works [2,3] we had presented an opacity calculation code, ANALOP, which was
competitive for calculating opacities for plasmas under Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE)
conditions. This code generated the atomic data making use of simple atomic models based on analytical
potentials into the context of the Independent Particle Model (IPM). However, it has been our aim to
develop a more general and flexible code to calculate several relevant optical properties such as opacities,
emissivities and source functions which is valid in a wide range of densities and temperatures covering
this way both non-LTE, LTE and Corona Equilibrium (CE) situations. This new code has been named
ATOM3R-OP and it is presented in this work. It is structured in three modules: the first one is devoted
to the calculation of the atomic data required; in the second one the level populations are computed and
in the third module the optical properties are obtained making use of the outputs of the two previous
modules. In the following section the code is described and in the last section, some results and general
remarks are shown.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CODE

Both the first and the second modules commented above were developed firstly in ATOM3R code [4],
which provides accurate level populations for plasmas under different conditions. Therefore, these two
modules will be explained more briefly than the third one.
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2.1 Atomic data module

Depending on the atomic number of the element under consideration, this module can work in two
complementary levels. The first one is mainly used for low-Z plasmas where we use a detailed level
description provided by the FAC code [5] in which are calculated the bound states of the atomic systems
with convenient specification of coupling schemes and including configuration mixing. On the other
hand, for intermediate and high-Z plasmas this detailed calculation becomes impracticable and the use of
analytical potentials, into the IPM context, becomes an interesting and useful method to work out accurate
ionic populations and average ionizations in a wide range of densities and temperatures. In particular,
ATOM3R-OP operates using a set of analytical potentials developed by us which include plasma effects
[6] and single and core excited configurations [7]. For situations wherein more celerity is desired, the
code can perform the atomic calculations using a relativistic screened hydrogenic model [8].

2.2 Level populations module

Using as an input the atomic data provided by the later module, in this one fast calculation of ionic
charge state distributions and level populations are performed by means of solving a collisional-radiative
steady-state model (CRSS) including the continuum lowering through the Stewart and Pyatt expression.
The populations are computed with a reasonable accuracy for plasmas of any element in a wide range
of conditions embracing non-LTE, LTE and CE situations and it is valid both for optically thin and
thick plasmas [9]. In the last case, the reabsorption of the radiation is modeled through the escape
factor formalism [10]. The processes included in the CRSS are the following: collisional excitation
and desexcitation; spontaneous decay; collisional ionization and three body recombination; radiative
recombination and dielectronic recombination, being most of the rate coefficients evaluated by analytical
formulas that can be found in the literature. In order to solve the set of rate equations, we employee
the technique of sparse matrix to storage the non-zero elements of the equations system. This implies
substantial savings in computing time and memory requirements and it also allows us to include a large
amount of ionic configurations in our calculations. On the other hand, this fact increases the system
dimension, which can easily reach the order of 105 for low-Z plasmas, and the most suitable choice to
carry out the matrix inversion are the iterative procedures [5] because they require much less memory
than direct methods and also they are faster. It is worth standing out this last fact because when we include
plasma effects in the plasma model this module and the atomic one have to be solved iteratively until the
convergence is achieved.

2.3 Optical properties module

This module is devoted to determine the emissivity, opacity and source function making use of the
populations and the atomic data given in the previous modules. The bound-bound opacity and emissivity
are calculated by
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configuration i, respectively. � is a voigt profile. It has been assumed that is the same both for emission
and absorption. Finally, � is the density of matter, c the speed of the light and m the mass of the electron.
The bound-free spectrum is calculated making use of the cross sections calculated by using FAC code [5]
which are interpolated subsequently to our photon energy mesh. They are calculated through accurate
methods avoiding the semi-classical Kramer’s formula which introduce high errors when evaluating
non-hydrogenic states [11]. In terms of the cross sections the bound-free opacity and emissivity are
evaluated as
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where T is the plasma temperature, k is the Boltzmann’s constant, ne is the free electron density, E
�,i
T is

the threshold energy of configurations i and �(ν) is the bound-free cross section. It has been assumed a
Mawell-Boltzmann distribution for the free electrons. Finally, the free-free spectrum has been obtained
employing the Kramer’s approximation for the cross section (corrected by the gaunt factor) assuming that
the velocity distribution is Maxwellian. Once both the emissivity and the opacity have been calculated the
source function is estimated as the ratio between the total emissivity and the linear extinction coefficient
which is obtained from the total opacity multiplies by the density of matter.

3. RESULTS AND GENERAL REMARKS

As it is known, the source function for plasmas under LTE conditions behaves like the Plank distribution.
This fact allows us to check our model since our source function should tend to the Planck function as
the plasma conditions are closer to the LTE situations. In figures 1 and 2 are shown the source functions
calculated for optically thin carbon plasmas at the same density 1020 cm−3 but at two temperatures, 25 and

Figure 1. Source function for carbon plasma under
NLTE conditions.

Figure 2. Source function for carbon plasma under LTE
conditions.
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10 eV, being their average ionization 3.91217 and 3.26578, respectively. In both situations the number
of bound configurations involved is higher than 850 giving as result more than 10000 bound-bound
transitions and 21000 bound-free transitions. The results are compared with the Planckian distribution.
The situation of lower temperature (figure 2) is nearer to LTE conditions than the other one (figure 1) and
a good agreement is found with respect to the Planck distribution. However, it can be also observed from
figure 2 that there are some discrepancies between our results and the Planck distribution for photons
with energy higher than 60 eV, being our source function smaller than the Planckian one in this range
of energies. These differences are probably due to in our atomic model we have not included the doubly
excited states of the carbon ions and the transitions associated to them, which lies on this range of photon
energies, are being neglected.
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